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 It can be used to decode a wide range of compressed file formats, including Zip, Rar, XZ, 7z, Bzip2, Gzip, Zlib, LZMA, and
LZO. It can also read password protected files, used to protect your important data. It can even read and decompress encrypted
files (sometimes). The decoder can work with compressed files compressed using commercial software or even decompressed
archive files from a simple software tool. Features Decompression of the most popular compression tools Password protection

for archives and databases Decrypt and decrypt files Compression modes support by this software, including: Fast Size
Compress Decompress Compress and Decompress Archive files Compress and Decompress Database files Decrypt Files
Decrypt and Decrypt Archive files Decrypt and Decrypt Database files Interface with the Windows Shell Ability to load

multiple files simultaneously Ability to unzip the files using a zip file Ability to unzip the files using Windows explorer Fast
mode is a quick decompression mode of the software Compress mode will compress the decompressed file Decompress mode

will decompress the compressed file Decrypt mode will decrypt the files that is encrypted using the AES algorithm Decompress
mode will decompress the files that is compressed using the LZMA algorithm Compress mode will compress the database file

that is compressed using the LZMA algorithm Compress mode will compress the archive file that is compressed using the
LZMA algorithm Decompress mode will decompress the archive file that is compressed using the LZMA algorithm How to run
this program? Run the install.exe, it will install the program and add to your tools folder. Click on the Icon which is now in your
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